
Holyport vs HURLEY 1XI – 1st May 2010 

 HOLYPORT 
M Fowler lbw Cole 11    

C Morgan c Akhtar b Forrest 15 

J Price c Brown b Akhtar 1 

A Pyle b Akhtar 9 

W Sennett c Brown b Forrest 0 

P Davies c Forrest b Ridgeway 92 

A Homer b Akhtar 0 

J Walker b Akhtar 24 

P Morgan Not Out 12 

J Richards b Ridgeway 0 

T Hayes Not Out 1 

 Extras 24 

 Total    189-9 

 

M Cole  9-3-30-1  N Akhtar 12-3-27-4  

T Balchin 7-0-36-0  P Ridgeway 7-0-28-2 

D Forrest 15-10-20-2  R Brown 2-0-32-0 

 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway c Fowler b P Morgan 0 

D Simoes c & b P Morgan 39 

P Todd lbw P Morgan 0 

T Balchin c C Morgan b P Morgan 2  

N Akhtar b Davies 25 

R Brown lbw C Morgan 34 

D Day c Davies b P Morgan 2  

M Cole c Homer b P Morgan 0 

D Forrest c Davies b P Morgan 6 

D Walton Not Out 4 

H Mansell Not Out 0 

 Extras 13 

 Total 125-9 

 

Hurley were battered like a North sea cod on Saturday in their opening Chilterns League match away 

at Holyport and in the end had to rely on a nervous last wicket stand between the athletically, but not 

whole heartedly challenged Dave Walton and Howard Mansell to dig them out of a hole. But there 

was no hint of the devastation to come as skipper Mike Cole had no hesitation in asking Holyport to 

bat on a soft wicket. Dave Forrest’s leg spin was introduced as early as the 6th over and immediately 

had Chris Morgan (15) dolopping a catch to mid off. Forrest (2-20) then went on to reel off 8 

consecutive maidens while Naeem Akhtar (4-27) produced a fine spell from the field end to which the 

home side had no answer but to decline to 57-6. Holyport then slipped the hook in dramatic fashion 

as Pat Davies (92) began hitting boundaries with the comfortable ease of a politician promising tax 

breaks. With James Walker (24) holding up the other end, these two added 79 in 22 overs, but it was a 

devastating last 5 overs which saw 50 runs added that put Holyport in a comfortable position of 189-9 

at tea. Phil Ridgeway (2-28) removed Davies in the last over caught well by Dave Forrest on the 

square leg boundary and a small sigh of relief was heard, not only for the demise of the rapacious 

batsman but for the fact that Forrest had managed to keep his digits intact, a feat he had failed 

singularly to do in each of the opening matches of the previous two seasons. 

 

Hurley’s batting is about as fragile as Forrest’s digits and by the end of the first over they were 2-0 with 

Ridgeway and Todd back in the pavilion to finish off their Spartan tea. Trevor Balchin (2) became Pat 

Morgan’s third victim and Hurley were 6-3. A lively 4th wicket stand between Dave Simoes (39) and 

Akhtar (25) slowly turned things around before Akhtar’s swipe saw him loose his off peg in the 21st over 

with the score on 43. Simoes was joined by the highly promising 15 year old Ross Brown (34), and what 

these two lacked in height, they made up for in fight in abundance adding 54 to take Hurley to 

calmer waters at 97-4 and 15 overs to go. But the returning Morgan (7-43) took an excellent one 



handed return catch leaping like a salmon to remove Simoes and all thoughts of a challenge were 

removed as the scales fell from their eyes and their soft underbelly exposed. Morgan continued to 

pick up wickets, but decisively ended his 15 over spell. Brown fell disappointingly lbw and it was left to 

Walton and the late call up of Mansell to see out the last 21 balls to avoid defeat.    


